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A Trial Production on the Integral III
f･c

Yoshiaki HAyASHi*
(Received June 30, 1963>

In this paper, we study the integration by parts, Stieltjes integral, and the mean
value theorems on DC and D*C integrals. The present definition for D*C‑integral is
somewhat wider than the one we have given in II**l If F(x) and G(x) are indefinite
DC‑integrals of f(x) and g(x) respectively and if F(x) and G(x) are satisfy some

conditions, then (DC)S:f(x)G(x)dx‑F(b)G(b)‑F(a)G(a)‑(DC)S:F(x)g(x)dx. The
same proposition with D*C in the place of DC in the above holds gQod, too. And, in
g6, we give the definition of DC‑Stieltjes integral (DCS)S:gdF and study properties
of DC‑Stieltjes integral. If g(x) is a function whjch is DC‑integrable and if F(x) is

a function of bounded variation, and if g, F satisfy some conditions, then (DC)S:

g(x)F(x)dx‑G(b)F(b)‑G(a)F(a)‑(DCS)S:G(x)dF where G(x) is an indefinite DC‑
integral of g(x). In g7, we study the mean value theorerns on D*C and DC integrals.

There is a number p such that (DCS)S:gdF=p[17(b)‑F(a)], where Ib ,is a number
between the bounds of the function g on [a, b]. And, if g is DC‑integrable and if 1? is

monotone non‑decreasing, and if g, F satisfy some conditions, then (DC)S:g(x)F(x)dx

‑‑F(a)･ (DC)S:gdx+F(b)･(DC)S:gdx, where e is a point of [a, b].

Throughout this paper, all functions are 1‑valued, real valued, and real variable func‑

tions, and, open sets and closed sets mean open sets and closed sets in the space of all
real numbers respectively unless otherwise specified. The closed interval {xlas:xs{:b} and

the open interval {xla<x<b} are represented by [a, b] and (a, b) respectively. '
'

'
6. Integration by parts
Definition 6.1. Let f(x) be a function defined at almost all points of [a. b], and A
be the domain of defi' nition of f(x). If both

'

'

(,(..1,i)M,.)‑.., f(a+hi‑f(a)'‑ and (,:(.."1,iyt.)‑..,‑i(a)‑i(a‑h)

(, (..i,iy,.)‑.., f(a+hi‑f(a) ==(,/(.‑ii)m,.)..,.i(a)‑i(a‑h) =ev(.¥±.),
tnen f(x) is called derivable at a and we represent it by f'(a)==a.
Throughout this paper, ̀derivable' is 'derivable in the sense of Dofnition 6.1.'
t‑.‑.;.mtt tt

* Department of Mathematics, College of General Education.
** [2].

,
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Theorem 6.1. 1:1' F(x) is a .ftenction which is ACP* on [a, b] then F(x) is
derivable at almost all Points of [a, b].

[Proof] Let A and Ao={Pi,P2,P3,･･･} be the domain of definition of F(x) and the
non‑valued domain of f(x), respectively. For any number e>O, there is an open set M

such that (a, b))M]Ao & mM*<e. Denote M by the union of an enumerable Oic (k
==1,2,3, ･･･) of open intervals, where OicnOicr==O if k¥k', i.e. M==UOic. Let Oic=(aic,

k

bic) (k==1, 2, 3, ･･･), and let {ejll'‑‑1, 2, 3, ･･･} be a sequence with ei>e2>e3>･･･.O.

Now, suppose that PiEOic,. If F(x) is bounded on an neighbourhood of Pi, then
there is an open interval L satisfying the following conditions (1)‑(3):**

(1) P,EIICI,***COic,,

(2) (A‑A)nA,==O,
(3) There are four points xi,i, xi,2, xi,3, xi,4EOic,‑il such that, for all pairs

(x, y) (xEAnA, ‑oo<y<+oo),
tan‑ F(X)mxY sgtan‑i F(Xi'')‑Y +e, ,
Xl.1‑akl
x‑aic1
tan‑i F(X)‑Y )}ltan‑i F(Xi'2)‑Y ‑e, ,

x‑aic,

Xl,2‑akl

tan‑' Yb‑,',F‑(.X) :{:tan"‑Yb‑,",F‑(i'i,3)‑+ei ,

tan‑i Yb‑,,F‑(.X) :!}rtan‑i Y,‑.',"‑(iiit) ‑e,. (‑ g <tan‑i<+ g ).

And, if F(x) is unbounded on each neighbourhood of Pi, then we shall define that
k= Oic,.

We shall define, by induction, the sequence {4,4,k,･･･} of open intervals and the
four sequences {xj,sEI)ljr'=1, 2, 3, ･･･} (s==1, 2, 3, 4) of points, as follows:

j'‑1 i‑1
nnl n=1
neighbourhood of Pj, then there is an open interval 4 satisfying conditions (4)‑(8);

Suppose PJEOici. If PJEUILb then b=O. If PjqiUIh and ifF(x) is boundedonan

(4) PjEbCbCO.,,
(5) bnbr=o yl't<j',

(6) (b‑b)nA,==O,
(7) Gfi{xt,slt=1, 2, 3, ･･･, 1'‑1; s=1, 2, 3, 4}==O,
(8) There are four points xj,i, xj,2, xj,3, xj,4EOicj‑Ili such that, for all pair (x,

y) (xGI]AA, '‑oo<y<+oo), .
* mX is the measure of X.

** Choose Ii suMciently small and take a point xi,i so that IF(xi,i)‑limF(x) 1 is small enough.

M‑Pl

Similarly, take point$ xi,2, xi,3, xi,4. (for sample, IF(xi,3)‑limF(x)1 is srnall enough.)

*** .Xi is the closure of X. "‑'PL
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tan‑i

F(x) ‑yE{; tan'i F(xJ,,)‑Y
+eh

tan‑i

F(x) ‑y)}) tan‑i

tan‑‑1

x‑aici xj,1‑aici

F(xi,)‑Y

x‑aicj xJ,2‑aki ‑ej,

,

y‑F(xJ,3)
y‑F(x)
S{g tan‑i
+ej,

bici‑x bki‑xj,3

tt

'

tan" Yb‑.,F.‑(.X) l})tan'i Yi,F.‑(i,'i,̀) ‑ej. (‑ g <tanff'< g ).

And, if F(x) is unbounded on each neighbourhood of Pj, then we shall define that
b =Ote, ･*

If LCIOic, for an integer ]', then, for all combinations (e, x, y) (es{ aic,. xEjCffiA,

‑oo,<y<+oo), we have
tan‑i
F(."2;Y ff:gtan‑l F(.X,ki‑)?Y +eJ ,
j
di) l t..a ‑F..gxTx2.;Y 2}:tan‑i F(xXji;2‑) gY mej ,

and, for all combinations (8, x, y) (8i;}lbic,, ‑oo<y<+co, xEI)fiA), we have

y‑F(xJ,3)
Jtan'1 y‑F(x)
:flgtan‑i
‑+el ,
e‑xj,3
6‑x
d2)lt..‑ y?4;X) 2}itan‑' Y?‑F(.ft̀) ‑ei '

Set I=ULi, then there is a function ￠ which is ACG* on [a, b] such that

j

e(x)=;F(x) xE([a,b]‑l).

'

￠(x) is derivable almost everywhere. If ￠ is derivable at xoE[a, b]‑M] then, by di),
d2), and ejee, F(x) is derivable at xo. Hence F(x) is derivable at almost all points of

A‑Al

Set N= {xlF(x) is derivable at x}, then mN22rm([a,b]‑M)>(b‑a)‑e. Thus we

have mN==b‑a. Hence JF(x) is derivable almost everywhere on [a,b]. Q.E.D.
For D*C‑integral we give a definition which is more wider than the one which has
been given in Definition 4.1'** as follows:

Definition 6.2. A fanction f(x) is termed D*C‑integrable on an interval I if there

is a function F(x) which is ACP* on i and which has almost everywhere F'(x)***
‑= f(x).

(F(x) is called indefinite D*C‑integral of f(x) on L)
Same propositions with ̀D*C in the senee of Definition 6.2' in the place of ̀D*C' in

the gg4‑5 hold good, too. ･
r'‑‑g {OicIF(x) is unbounded on Oic} is a finite set.

** Cf. [2].
*** In the sense of Definition'6.1.
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Throughout this paper, ̀D*C‑integral' is ̀D*C‑integral in the sense of Dofnition

'
Lemma 6.1. IT F(x) and G(x) are two junctions which are ACP* on [a, b], then
F(x)G(x) is aPProximately derivable at almost all points of [a, b] and we have

(FG)'ap(x)=F'ap(x)G(X)+F(X)G'ap(X) a.e.
[Proof] Since both F and G is almost everywhere approximately derlvable, hence, for

each xE[a,b]‑P, where Pisanull set, there isa set S. such that x is a point of
density of S. and both
,.,,.ii,m,.,.. F(Xk),h‑IIII(") and ,.,,},ilR,,,.. G(̀i),‑‑f(")

exist.

And, since both F(x) and G(x) is ACP on [a, b], F(x')‑>F(x) and G(x')‑‑G(x)

for x'(ES.).x. Hence ' '

(.,i.1,i,m,.).. F(X')G(X91xF(X)G(X) ==(.,L.1,i,m,.)..( "F(X?,iminxF(X) G(x')

+.G(¥),If(X) F(x))=F'ap(x)G(x)+F(x)G'ap(X)･
Lemma 6.1'. if F(x) and G(x) are two junctions which are ACP* on [a, b],
then F(x)G(x) is derivable at almost all Points of [a, b] and we have

(FG)'(x) :F'(x)G(x)+F(x)G'(x) a.e.
Theorem 6.2. Let f(x) be a junction which is DC‑integrable on [a, b], F(x) be
an indevinite DC‑integral of f(x) on [a, b], and G(x) be a junction which is ACP on
[a, b]. if F(x)G'np(x) is DC‑integrable on [a, b] and ij F(x)G(x) is ACP on [a, b],

then f(x)G(x) is DC‑integrable on [a, b] and we have

(DC)S.bf(x)G(x)dx==F(b)G(b)‑F(a)G(a)‑(DC)S.'F(x)G'ap(x)dx.
[Proof] Since both F(x) and G(x) are ACP on [a, b], by Lemma 6.1,

(.FG)'ap(x) =f(x)G(x)+F(x)G'ap(x) a.e. on [a,b].

Since F(x)G(x) is ACP, (FG)'ap(x) is DC‑integrable on [a, b]. Hence f(x)G(x)
=(FG)'ap(x)‑F(x)G'ap(x) is DC‑integrable on [a, b] and we have
(DC) S:f(x)G (x) dx =F(b)G(b) ‑F(a)G (a) ‑ (DC) S:F(x) G'., (x) dx.

Corollary. Let F(x) and G(x) be two ftenctions which are ACP and bounded on
[a,b]. 111e F(x)G'.,(x) is DC‑integrable on [a,b], then F'ap(x)G(x) is DC‑integrable

on [a, b] and we have
* Cf. [l], Definition 3.1.
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(DC) S:F'ap(x)G(x)dx = F(b)G(b) ‑ F(a)G(a) ‑ (DC) S:F(x)G'ap(x)dx.

Theorem 6.2'. Let f(x) be a function which is D*C‑integrable on [a, b], F(x) be
an inde77nite DC‑integral of f(x) on [a, b], and G(x) be a function which is ACP*
on [a, b]. 1]1' F(x)G'(x) is D*C‑integrable on [a. b] and ij" 17(x)G(x) is ACP* on [a,

b], then f(x)G(x) is D*C‑integrable on [a, b] ana we have

(D*C)Sif(x)G(x)dx=F(b)G(b)‑F(a)G(a)=(D*C)S:F(x)G'(x)dx.
Corollary. Let F(x) and G(x) be two fauctions which are ACP* and bounded
on [a, b]. IT F(x)G'(x) is D*C‑integrable on [a, b], then F'(x)G(x) is D*C‑integrable

on [a, b] and we have
(D*C) S:F' (x)G (x)dx =‑ F(b)G(b) ‑ F(a)G(a) ‑ (D*C) S:F(x)G' (x) dx.

'
Definition 6.3. Let Ao be a set contained in (a,b) such that the closure Ae of Ao
is scattered*. Let g(x) be a function defined on [a, b] and F(x) be a function of bounded

variation on [a,b]. If a function H(x) defined on A== [a, b] ‑Ae satisfies the following

conditions 5) and 6), then H(x) is called DCS function of g(x) with respect to F(x) on
[a, b] :

s) For any open set G with (a, b)].G]Ae, there is a function gi(x) defined on [a,

gi(be) is continuouos on [a, b],

gi(x)==g(x) (xE(A‑G)),

H(x)=(S)S:gi(t)dF(t)** (xE(A‑G)).
6) For each PE(a, b),

lim [H(p+h) ‑H(P‑h)] =g(p) ･ [F(+p) ‑F(‑p)].

(kl(p+h),(P‑h)EA)‑>O

(Ae is called non‑valued domain of H(x).)

Definition 6.4. Let g(x) be a function defined on I== [a, b] and F(x) be a function

of bounded variation on L If there is a function H(x) which if DCS‑function of g(x)
with respect to F(x) on I, then H(b) is called DC‑Stieltjes integral of g(x) with respect

to F(x) over I and is denoted by

(DCS)S,g(x)dF or (DCS)S:g(x)dF.
'

*'Cf. [1], Definition l.1. '

"" (S)g:gdF‑S:gdF‑(g(a) ･[F(a)‑F(‑a)]+e(b)･[F(‑i‑b)‑F(b)]) where S:gdF is Lebesgue‑
Stieltjes integral.
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'

Lemma 6.2. 11f H(x) is DCS:function of g(x) with resPect to F(x) on [a, b],
then, for each xEA,

(1) [ lim H(x+h)]‑H(x)=g(x)･[F(+x)‑F(x)]

. (hl(=+h)EA)‑+O

and (2) H(x)‑[(hlim
H(x‑h)]==g(x)･[F(x)‑F(‑x)],
(x‑h)EA)‑).+O
where A is the domain of dojinition of M(x).

[Proof] Suppose that Pi>P2>P3>･･･‑･P & PiEA (i=1.2,3,･･･). Then M=(a,b)
‑({PiIi=1, 2, 3, ･･･}UP) is an open set. And, M contains the non‑valued domain of H(x).
Hence, by Definition 6.2 and Definition 6.3, there is a continuous function gi(x) on [a, b]

such that

1'[.Xi.:'lllllg)sL.,,(,)dF(,) )(xE(A‑M))

Since all Pi and P are contained in A‑‑M; we have

H(Pi) =(g)S.P̀gi(t)dF(t) and H(P) =(S)S."gi(t)aF(t).
And, since

'
ILm.,(S) S:gi(t)dF(t)
= (g)!."gi (t)dF(t) +gi(P) ･ [F( +p) ‑F(p)] ,

we have
i.IS}(S) i:̀ gi(t)dF(t) = (g) S." gi (t)dF(t) +gi (P) ･ [F( +P) ‑ .l7(p)] .

Hence
lim H(pi) = H(p) +g,(p) [F( +p) ‑F(P)] .
as÷eo

Hence we have the relation (1).

We have the relation (2) by a similar argument.

Lernma 6.3. Let f(x) and g(x) be two functions doj7ned on [a, b] and F(x) be a
junction of bounded variation on [a,b]. Ille both'DC‑Stielijes integrals (DCS)S:fdE
(DCS)S:gdF of f(x) and g(x) with resPect to ,F(x) over [a, b] exist, then there is
DC‑Stielijes integral of f(x)+g(x) with resPect to F(x) over [a, b] and we have
(DCS) S: {f(x) + g (x) }dF = (DCS) i.b fdF+ (DCS) S: gdF.

[Roof] Let H(x) and e(x) be DCS‑functions of f(x) and g(x) with respect to F(x)
on [a, b] respectively. And let A and B be domains of H(x) and ￠(x) respectively, and
let Ao and Bo be non‑valued domains of H(x) and di(x) respectively. We shall prove

that the function H(x)+￠(x) having the domain AfiB of definition is a DCS‑function
of f(x)+g(x) with respect to F(x) on [a, b]. For any open set G with (a, b):;/Gr‑)Ao
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UBo, there are two continuous functions fi(x), gi(x) on [a, b] such that

H(x) == (S) g:f, (t) dF(t) , l

fi (X) "f(X), t

' ￠(x) =(g)S:,,(t)dF(t), ( ("e["･ b] ‑G).

gi(x)==g(x) L
For all xE( [a, b] ‑G), we have
H(x) + ￠(x) = (S) S:fi (t)dF(t) + (g) S.asgi (t)dF(t) = (S) S: [fi (t) + gr (t)] dF(t) ,

A(x) +gi (x) = f(x) +g(x).
And, for each Pe(a, b),

lim { [H(P+ h) +￠(P+h)] ‑ [ff(P‑h) +￠(P‑h)] }

(h'(P‑h),(p+h)EAnB)‑>O

= lim( [H(P+h) ‑H(P‑h)] + [O(P+h) ‑￠(P‑h)] )
=:lim [H(P+ h) ‑H(P‑h)] +lim [O(P+h) ‑￠(P‑h)]

=f(p) [F(+p) ‑F(‑p)] +g(p) [F(+p) ‑F(‑p)]
‑ [f(p) +g(p)] [F(+p) ‑F(‑p)] .
Therefore, f(x)+g(x) is DC‑Stieltjes integrable with respect to F(x) on [a, b] and

we have
(DCS) S: [f (x) + g(x)] dF== (DCS) S:f (x)dF+ (DCS) Sig(x)dF.

Lernma 6.4. Let f(x) and g(x) be two ftznctions dofned on [a, b] and F(x) be a
junction of bounded variation on [a, b]. if both DC‑Stielijes integrals (DCS)S:fdE
(DCS)S:gdF of f(x) and g(x) with resPect to F(x) over [a, b] exist, then, .fbr any
pair (af;B) of constants, there is DC‑Stielijes integral of cvf(x)+Bg(x) with respect

to F(x) over [a,b] and we have

(DCS)S:[af(x)+Bg(x)]dF==a･(DCS)S:fdF+B･(DCS)S:gdF.
[Proof] By Lemma 6.3.
Theorem 6.3. Let g(x) be a junction dojined on [a, b] and F(x) be a function
of bozanded variation on [a,b]. 1]1' there is a DC‑Stielttes integral of g(x) with
resPect to F(x) over [a, b] then the value of the integral is uniaue.

[Proof] Let H(x) and ￠(x) be two DCS‑fuctions of g(x) with respect to F(x) on
[a, b].

='

Set iP(x) ==H(x)‑￠(x). Then, by Lernma 6.3, er(x) is a DCS‑function of th(x)
g(x)‑g(x)(=.O) with respect to F(x) on [a, b]. Let A be the domain of definition

lt

of er(x) and Ao be the non‑valued domain of er(x).

10) We shall prove that er(x) is continuous on A.

Suppose that PEA. Then, by Lemma 6.2,

[ lim glf(p+h)]‑T(p) =v(p)･[F(+p)‑,F'(p)] .

(h (p+h)EA)‑)+O

and Y"(P)‑[ lim T(P‑h)] =th(P)･[F(P)‑F(‑P)].
(h.(P‑h)EA)‑)b+O

And, since V(P)==O, we have
th(P)･ [F( +P) ‑F(P)] = O

'and "(P)･ [F(P)‑F( ‑P)] =O .
Hence we have

lim ur(P+h)= lim er(p‑h)==er(p).

(h (P+h)EA)‑)b+O (h (P‑h)EA)‑>+O
Hence, er(x) is continuous on A.

20) Suppose PE(A‑Ao). Then there are two numbers c, c' such that PE(c, c') & [c, c']

nAo=O. Since ifr(x)iiO (xG[c,c']), by 5) in Definition 6.3, we conclued that T(x)

==const. on (c, ct). .
30) Suppose that PE(A‑o)O*. Then there exists an open interval (c, c') such that PE(c, c')

& (c,c')nAo=P. If c<ci<c2<P<c3<c4<c', then, by 5) in Definition 6.3, T(x) is a
constant on each of [ci,c2] and [c3,c4]. Therefore er(x)==const. on each of (c,P) and
(P, ,,).

Since PEAo, by 6) Definition 6.3, we have

lim [er (P+h) ‑T(P‑h)] = th(P)･ [F( +P) ‑F( ‑P)] =O.

(h (p+h>,(p‑h)fA)‑>O

Hence T(x) is a constant lep on (c, P)U(P, c').
40) Suppose that PEA‑e. By a transfinite induction, we shall prove that there is an open
interval (c, c') such that PE(c, c') & T(x)= const. (brxEAn [(c, P)U(P, c')D.

Let a be enumerable ordinal number. Assume that, for each PE(Ao)' (r<a), there
is an open interval (c, c') such that PE(c, c') & gF(x) =const. on AA[(c,P)U(P, c')].
And we shall prove that, for each PE(Ae)a, there is an open interval (c, c') such that
pE(c, c') & er(x)==const. VxEAn[(c, P)U(P, c')].
Suppose that PE(Ao)a. Then there is an open interval (c, c') such that PE(c, c') &

(c, ct)ci(Ao‑U(Ao)r)=:P. If c<ci<c2<P<c3<c4<c', then each of [ci,c2] and [c3,c4]
r<tu

is contained in AU(U(Ao)'). For each qG[ci,c2]U[c3,c4], by 2) and 3) and the as‑
r<tu
sumption of induction, there is an open interval･(cq,ce) such that qE(cq,cG) & 9e(x)
=const. (VxeAfi [(cq,q)U(q, c6)]). Each of [ci,c2] and [c3,c4] is covered by a finite
number of these (cq,c3) because each of [ci,c2] and [c3,c4] is compact. Hence T(x) is
a constant on each of Af)(c, P) and AA(P, c'). Since lk(P)=O, by 6) in Definition 6.2,
" Cf. [1], Definition 1.2.
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we have

'

,,, ll!l},,,,, ‑. ,,,.,‑.,[gF (P+h) ‑ 9F (p ‑ h)] == 3pe(p) ･ [.F( +p) ‑ F( ‑p) =o.

Hence Y"(x) isaconstant kpa on An[(c,P)U(P,c')]. And, if PEA, then 9ff(P)=kp by
lo).

50) For each PE[a, b],by 20)‑40), there is an open interval (cp,c'p) such that Pe(cp,
eS) & T(x)==const. (VxEAn(cp,cS)). [a, b] is covered by a finite number of these (cp,

ce) because [a,b] is compact. Hence T(x) is a constant on An[a,b]. As T(a)=O, we

have T(x)=‑O (l>"xEA), and hence we have T(b)==O. Hence we have H(b)==e(b).

Q.ED.
By the above theorem, if g(x) is continuous on [a, b], then we have

(S) S.b gdF=‑ (DCS) S:gdE

Example.
Il[li:.,i･::',.:g:

S F(x) =x (x <o),
IF(x)=x+1 (x:;}io).
(DCS)jl,gdF‑i.
'
Theorem 6.4. i) Ille both (DCS)S:gdF and (DCS)j:gdF (a<c<b) exist, then

(DCS)S:gdF =(DCS)S:gdF‑‑ (DCS)SlgdE
ii) Let g(x) be a function which is DC‑Stielijes integrable with respect to .F(x)

on [a, b]. if either of (DCS)SlgdF or, (DCS)S:gdF (a<c<b), exists then the other
also exists and･we have
(DCS) Slgd.F== (DCS) S: gal7+ (DCS) j:gdF.

Theorem 6.5. I]1' g(x) is DC‑Stielijes integrable with resPect to F(x) on [a,bl,
then there is a set A, which is at most euumerable, such that

(DCS) SC.gdF+ (DCS)S:gdir‑ (DCS)S.bgdF
for any cE[(a, b)‑A] .

Definition 6.5. Let Ao be a null set cQntained in (a,b) and f(x) be a function
defined on A= [a, b]‑Ao. If

lim if(p+h) ‑f(p‑h)I =o

(h(p+.h),(P‑h)EA)‑),O

for a point PE[a, b], then f(x) is called para continuous at P.

Definition 6.6. Let g(x) be a function defined on AC[a,b]. We shall say that
g(x) is DC‑Steltjes integrable on [a,b],if the function ‑g(x) which coincides with g(x)
on the demain of definition of g(x) and is O elsewhere is DC‑Stieltjes integrable on [a,

b]. And, we represent it by

(Dcs)S:gdx.
TheQrern 6.6. Let F(x) be a function of bounded variation on [a,b] and g(x)
be a function which is DC‑integrable on [a, b]. I]f an indoj7nite DC‑integral G(x) of

g(x) is DC‑Stielijes integrable with resPect to F(x) on [a,b] and ij" G(x)F(x) is

para continuous on each non‑valued Point of G(x), then g(x)F(x) is DC‑integrable
on [a,b] and

(DC)S:g(x)F(x)dx==G(b)F(b)‑G(a)F(a)‑(DCS)SiG(x)dl7.
[Proof] Let H(x) be a DCS‑function of G(x) with respect to F(x) on [a, b], A and
B be domains of G(x) and F(x) respectively, and Ao and Bo be non‑valued domains of
G(x) and F(x) respectively.

Set
￠(x) ==G(x) F(x) ‑G(a) F(a) ‑H(x).
Ie) We shall prove that di(x) is continuous on the domain AnB of definition.

Let Pi,P2, ･･･.P (PiEAnB (i=1, 2, 3, ･･･), PEAnB). Then M=(a, b)‑[{PiIi‑‑1, 2,
3, ･･･}UP] is an open set containing AoUBo. Hence there is a continuous function Gi(x)
on [a, b] such that

2If(X.))=‑‑fGS()i:G'(̀)dF(̀)" l(vxE([a,b]‑M)).

'

Represent Mby the union U(an,bn) of open sets (an,bva) (n==1,2,3, ･･･) with (ah,bk)

n

n(ak,,bkf)=O(k )Fk'). Then, since Gi(x) is continuous on [a,b], Gi(x) is continuous on
[an, bn], hence there is a function G2,va whicn is ACG on [an, bva] such that

inf G2,.(x)2 inf Gi(x), sup G2.va(x)f{{: sup Gi(x),

xE[an,bpt1 mE[an,bn] tsE[antbn] xE[an,bn]
G2,n(an)=Gi(an), G2,n(bn)=:Gi(bn),
(g)i::G,(x)duF'==(S)S:IG,,.(x)dF.

[gi(,:',:.g,(f.i., [:[[llb,IJ,va,,,,...,,

'

then G2(x) is a function which is ACG on [a ,b] and is G2(x)==G(x) (vxE([a,b]‑M)).
If g2(x) = (G2)'ap(x) ae., then
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di (e) = G(e) F(e) ‑G(a) F(a) ‑ (DCS) iiG(x)dF=G2 (e) F(e) ‑G, (a) F(a) ‑

‑(g)SiG,(x)dF= (ED)Sig2(x)F(x)dx (e =Pi,P2, ･･･; P)･
Since (S)S:g2(t)F(t)dt is continuous on [a, b],

(S)S:'g2(x)F(x)dx‑>(S)i:g2(x)F(x)dx (ieoo).
Therefore ￠(Pi)‑･di(P) (i‑‑‑oo), hence ￠(x) is continuous at P.

20) If PEAoUBe, then ￠(x) is para continuous at P. Because, from the assumption and
definitions, G(x)F(x)‑fl(x) is para continuous at P.

30) We shall prove that e(x) is a function which is ACP on [a, b]･

Let M be an open set containing AoUBo. By an argument similar to the one in 10),
there is a function Gi(x), which is ACG on [a, b], such that

iliX.))=m=‑(Gg()iiGi(t)dF(t)' ] vxE([a,b]‑M).

If gi(x)==(Gi)'atp(x) a.e., then

￠(x) == G(x) F(x) ‑G (a) F(a) ‑ (DCS) S:G(t)d17(t) == Gi (x) F(x) ‑G(a) F(a) ‑

' VxE([a,b]‑M).
‑(S)S:Gi(t)d"F(t)=(S)S:gi(t)F(t)dt
Hence we conclued that ￠(x) is ACP on [a, b].

40) For any e>O, there is an open set M such that M)(AoUBo) & mM<e &
MC(a, b). By arguments in 30), there are two functions ￠i(x), Gi(x) which are ACG

:l [:i ,‑,.la ZE al F(x) ‑G(a) F(a) ‑ (@) S:G' (̀) dE i v.,( [., b] ‑M)

96tX,',tf.(,lj,'.(t)..(g)s:Gi(t)dF(t) l

'

Almost all points of [a,b]‑M are points of density of [a,b]‑M; and both G(x)
and Gi(x) are approximately derivable almost everywhere on [a, b], and G(x)=Gi(x) for
almost all points x of [a, b] ‑M: Therefore, since G'ap(x)==g(x) a.e., g(x) =(Gi)'ap(x)
for almost all points x of [a, b] ‑ML

And, since dii(x)==(gE))S:(Gi)'ap(x)F(x)dx, by an argument similar to the above,
di'ap(X)==(￠i)'ap(x)==(Gi)'ap(x)F(x)=:g(x)F(x) for almost all points x of [a,b]‑M.

Hence

m{xIO'.,(x)=g(x)F(x)}:}l:m( [a, b] ‑M);}i(b‑a)‑e.
Hence' ￠'ap(x)=g(x)F(x) a.e. on [a, b]. Therefore, g(x)F(x) is DC‑integrable on [a, b]

(DC)S:g(x)F(x)dx == O(b) ‑O(a) = G(b) F(b) ‑G(a)F(a) ‑ (DCS)S:G(x)dF.

7. Mean Value Theorems
Definition 7.1. Let f(x) be a para continuous function on [a, b] with the domain
A of definition. If, for any PE([a,b]‑A), f(x) has no extension which is continuous
function defined on AUP, then f(x) is called fully para continuous on [a, b].

Lemma 7.1. 111e f(x) is a Para continuous junction on [a,b] with the domain A
of daj7nition, then there is a junction fl(x) whzch' is jully Pqra continzaous on [a, b]

such that fl(x)==f(x) for each xEA.

[Proof] If there is ptp== lim f(P‑‑h) fora point PE([a,b]‑A), then we define
that A(P) =ptp･

(hl(P‑h)EA)‑)+O

Lemma 7.2. Ille f(x) is a jully Para continuous function on [a, b], then, for any
a, P, pt (af{;tx<PE{:;b: f(a)f{l:pts{:f(B) or f(cv))})pt)}lf(B)), there is a number e such
that xt==f(e) & ̀ufg6:EgB.

[Proof] Suppose that f(a)<pt<f(B). Let A and Ao be the domain and the non‑valued
domain of f(x) respectively.

Set
(Ae)V=={a;･Ii=1, 2, 3, ･･･} (v==1, 2, 3, "', ca, "')

(each v is an enumerable ordinal number, each i is an integer).
We shall define an order (A) for a set M=={pair (v, i)lv==1, 2, 3, ･･･, co, ･･･; i=1, 2, 3, ･･･}
as follows;

(d) (O, 1)<(O, 2), <･･･<(1, 1)<(1, 2)<･･･<(tu, 1)<(at, 2)<･･･.

Set
(T, i'5= sup"{(T,i)1 for each (y, 1')<(i7, i), there is an open interval I(a3) such that

there is no pair (ei;82) of numbers with f(&)<pt<f(82) & &,&EI(aS)}.
If there is sucha point a?t,then, since a;/ is an isolated point of Ae‑{a}I(v,i)<(Fv,i)},

there is an open interval Iwith a7･ EIC(AU{a;I(y, i)<(T, i)}). There are two numbers
&, & such that f(Si)<pt<f(62) & &, 62eL Since f(x) is fully para continuous, we may
assume that a;t <ei,62 or 8i,e2<alt. Suppose that 6i<62<at;. Set e=:sup{cl for each
xE[ei,c] f]A, f(x):f{gpt}, theh f(x) is continuous at e and f(e)==pt. We have same results

by similar arguments for other cases 62<&<atl, a;t <e'i<62, a}/ <&<6i･

*in the order (A). b
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If there is no point al･ for (T, i), we shall set

e==sup{cl for each xG[̀u, c] nA, f(x)s{;pt},
then, since f(x) is fully para continuous, f(x) is continuous at e and f(O=pt･

' Theorem 7.1. Let e(x) be a junction which is DC‑Stielijes integrable zvith res‑
Pect to a monotone non‑decreasing function F(x) on an interval [a, b] . Then:

i) (DCS)S:gd.F=pt･[F(b)‑F(a)],where pt is a number between tke bounds of the
junction g(x) on [a, b].

ii) 111" S(x) is a DCSfanction of g(x) with resPect to F(x) on [a,b], we have
S'(x) =g(x)F'(x) at almost all Points of [a, b] .

[Proof] Let A and Ao be the domain of .definition and non‑valued domain of S(x)

respectively.
.
i) Let Mbe an open set with (a, b))M)Ao.
There is a function gi(x), which is continuous on [a, b], such that

(DCS)S,Xa(g.d)F.,. i(S.))S:gidE ] VxE(A‑M)

And, there is a number pt such that
(S) S:gidF = pt ･ [F(b) ‑ F(a)] ,

inf gi(x)f{lpt:{;g sup gi(x).

asE[a,b] asE[a,bl

Suppose that pt>supg(x). The function f(x)iiipt (VxE[a, b]) is DC‑Stieltjes integrable

asEA is DC‑Stieltjes integrable. Since (DCS)S:[f(x)‑g(x)]dF>O, we
and hence f(x)‑g(x)
have
pt ･ [F(b) ‑ F(a)] == (DCS) S]fdF> (DCS) S:gdF= = (g) S:gidF== pt ･ [F(b) ‑ F(a)] .

This is unreasonable. Therefore we have ptff{lsupg(x).

asfA
' (DCS)S:gdF==(g)i:gidE
By a similar argument, we have pt2}ii?lg(x). And, since

(DCS) S:gdF== pt ･ [F(b) ‑F(a)] .

ii) For any s>O, there is an open set M such that (a, b)DMDAo & mM<e.
There are two continuous functions g!(x), g2(x) such that

(DCS)i(g.d)"F,., ;,((ilji:gidF, ] v.,(A‑M) (i‑‑i,2),
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(g)Sos.gidFl)(DCS)!:gdF)})(g)S:e2dF (VxE((AnM)‑Wlk))
where each Ik is a connected component of M with O{(DCS)SigdF: h} =:oo*. Set
Si(x)==(S)Src.gidF (as{gxs{gb) (i=1,2),

then, Sl(x) =SS(x)=:g(x)F'(x) at almost all points of A‑M Hence S(x) is derivable
at almost all points of A‑M and S'(x) =Sl(x) =S6(x) at almost all points of A‑ML

Set N={xlS'(x)=g(x)F'(x)}, then mN)}im(A‑M)>mA‑e==(b‑a)‑‑‑e. There‑
fore, we have S'(x) =g(x)F'(x) a.e. on [a, b].

Theorem 7.2. Let g(x) be a function which is DC‑integrable on [a, b] and F(x)
be a .fttnction of bounded variation on [a, b] . lf a junction G(x) which is jully Para

continuous and is an indofnite DC‑integral of g(x)** is DC‑Stielijes integrable with

resPect to F(x) on [a,b] and ilf G(x)F(x) is Para continuous at each non‑valued
Point of G(x), then there exists a Point eE[a, b] sueh that

(DC)S:g(x)F(x)dx==F(a)･(DC)Sig(x)dx+F(b)･(DC)S:g(x)dx.
[Proof] Set
Gi(x)==G(x)‑G(a) (Vxe(the domain of definition of G(x)),
then Gi(x) is an indefinite DC‑integral of g(x) and is DC‑Stieltjes integrable with respect

to F on [a,b], and F(x)G(x) is para continuous at each non‑valued point of Gi(x).
Hence, by Theorem 6.6, we have
(DC) S:g (x) F(x) dx =Gi (b) F(b) ‑ (DCS) S:Gi (x)dF(x) .

From the assumption, F(x) is continuous at each non‑valued point of G(x) on [a, b]
such that

(DCS) S:G(x)dF(x) =pt ･ [F(b) ‑F(a)] .

By Lemma 7.2, there exists a number 8(aflgesgb) with Gi(e)=pt. Hence we have
(DC)S:g(x)F(x) dx ==Gi (b)F(b) ･‑ pt･ [F(b) ‑F(a)] = pt･ F(a) + [Gi(b) ‑pt] ･ F(b)

:F(a) tG, (e) + F(b) ･ [G(b) ‑G(8)] = F(a) ･ (DC)Sig(x)dx+ ,F(b) ･ (DC)S7g(x)dx.

Theorem 7.3. Given a function f(x) which is DC‑integrable on [a, b], there exists

a number pt such that

'

* {Iic} is a finite set. (O[(DCS)S:gdF:lle}=s.u,,p, (DCS)S:gdF‑ie,f,(DCS)SM.gdF･)

** If Go(x) is an indefinite DC integral, then, by Lemma 7.1, there is a function G(x), which
is fully para continuous on [a, b], such that G(x) == Go(x) (vxE(the domain of definition of Ge(x)).

G(x) is an indefinite DC‑integral of g(x) on [a,b], too. Therefore, if g(x) is DC‑in.tegrable,
there exists a function which is an indefinite DC‑integral of g(x) and is fully para contmuous.
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(DC)S:f(x)dx= pt(b‑a),
lim f(x)s{ ptsgsup f(x)

ptEA osEA

Wherpt

t
tirAticiiiE?Z,dOijM, afi(nx)ofisdof.fttnil' ytiOpnarof

cfinXti･huous on [a, b], there exists a nuinber

(DC)i:f(x)dx =f(6)･(b‑‑a).
The same ProPosition with D*C in Place of DC holds good, too.

[Proof] Set
(DC)S:f(x)dx

(1) pt==‑‑a '
Suppose that supf(x)<pt. Then
xEA
'

(DC)S:[pt‑f(x)]dx==pt(b‑a)‑(DC)i:f(x)dx>o.

This is contradictory to (1). Hence we have Ey.pf(X)2)pt･
By a similar argument, we have lp.f f(X)f{gpt･

Particularly, in the case that f(x) is fully para continuous: If f(x)i‑pt (VxEA),
there is a number e (a<6<b) with f(8) =pa If s.u,.pf(x)>:?{f(x), then, from defini‑
tions of f(X) and pt, s.u,.pf(x)>pt>h?{f(x). Hence there are two numbers e!,& (aE{l:ei,

&fgb) With S.u,.Pf(X)>f(6i)>pt>f(&)>S?lf(x). By Lemrna 7.2, there is a number e

such that &<8<& (or &>6>&) & f(6)=pa This number e has a<e<b.
Constructive definitions of DC and D*C‑integrals shall be studied in Part IV. DC (or
D*C)‑lntegral fulfils the Harnack's condition H (or H*), and fulfils a modified condition C

of the Cauchy's conditlon. And, as is known, if there is the principal value of the
integral, then the value is eqeal to the value of DC (or D*C)‑integral. The condition C
contains the condition on the principal value of the integral. Finally, DC (or D*C)‑integ‑
ral possible to be defined by generalizations defined by the conditions C, H (or H*) and a
transfinite induction starting with S‑integral.
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f

Correction to ̀A trial production on the integral I'. Page 122, line 32. For ̀.!tsXB'
should read ̀ U XP'.

B<di
Correction to ̀IZ Page 118, line 18. For ̀set ￠(x)=F(x)+G(x), then' should read

̀set ￠(x)=F(x)+G(x). If the closure of the non‑valued domain of each of F(x) and
G(x) iS a null set, then'.

